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October 17, 2005
Dear Real Estate Board of New York Member:
HYLINE SAFETY COMPANY is very pleased to offer a REBNY Member Benefit Discount
Program on Philip HeartStart Defibrillators.
Philips, the leader in defibrillation technology, designed the easy to use HeartStart OnSite
Defibrillator so that with minimal training you can potentially save the life of a co-worker, friend, or
anyone else stricken with sudden cardiac arrest.
Each year sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) strikes approximately a quarter-million people in the U.S.
alone. The majority of these people have no warning, since they show no prior symptoms. Sadly
fewer than 5% survive, often because emergency medical services cannot reach them in time.
HYLINE SAFETY will offer REBNY a complete program including:
• Philips Heartstart OnSite Defibrillator with essential accessories
• Medical Authorization through MD Solutions, a global medical oversight firm
• American Heart Association Heartsaver AED training through Emergency Skills, Inc., a
leading New York Multi-Regional Training Center
Cardiac arrest is more common in adults however sudden cardiac arrest does not discriminate
against the young. And when it strikes, time becomes critical. Without treatment in the minutes
immediately following cardiac arrest, the chances for survival decrease dramatically. For each
minute that passes the chances for survival decrease by 7 to 10 percent
Time is of the essence. Please consider purchasing a Philips AED for your property. It can save a
life, possibly even your life and there is comfort knowing that this life-saving device is on-site
when it is so critically needed.
HYLINE SAFETY COMPANY offers REBNY members the following Total Solution Defibrillator
Package: Philips OnSIte Defibrillator - Includes 1 battery pack and 1 set of adult pads, Standard
Carrying Case, Spare set of Adult Pads, Fast Response Kit, Alarmed Cabinet, American Heart
Association Training for 6 people, American Heart Association Books and Medical Oversight
(required medical prescription)
Total is $2426.00, which is a 15% discount off of Manufacturers list prices.
We hope that REBNY members will take advantage of our special discounts offered on Philips
Automated External Defibrillators. HYLINE is dedicated to serving REBNY in every way possible
and offer critical building safety and life safety products to its members.
Very Best Personal Regards,
Evan Lipstein
CEO
HYLINE SAFETY COMPANY
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